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Chapter 1 : 15 Most Common Interview Questions and Answers - by Interview Penguin
The Dentistry interview book is the number one selling dentistry book worldwide, providing an up-to-date review of the
most common questions, with full answers and pointers on what the interviewers are looking for.

The interviewer is sitting across from you, on the table there is a wrapped up box. You are asked to instruct the
interviewer on how to unwrap and open the box, without helping them or using your hands. This station is
testing your communication skills and your patience. How can I approach one of these MMI interview
questions? First explain the aim to the interviewer e. The interviewer will do what you ask but try to not do
what is wanted in order to test you. They are role playing and this could get quite frustrating given the time
constraints. You must stay calm; be patient and smile. Important aspects to convey are: An actor hands you a
card, telling you that, in this role play, you are a close friend of theirs. When informed, the actor becomes
hysterical and very angry. This station is testing your communication skills, ability to give bad news, your
empathy and willingness to admit to your mistakes. First make small talk to make the other person
comfortable remember in this scenario you are best friends â€” hi, how are you? Tell them the bad news,
making sure you are apologetic and empathise with them the actor is going to be quite hysterical at this point,
doing anything to make you feel uncomfortable. Before you is a table of random objects. You have 20 seconds
to pick 5 objects you deem to be of the most importance and value, and explain. Go through each item, briefly
explaining why you picked it What use is it? What situations would it help you navigate? Is it going to be a
hindrance e. MMI Question 4 Station set up: The interviewer asks a question: This station is simply testing
your knowledge of the various ethical principles and checking that you appreciate their importance when
making decisions. Autonomy- allows patients to make informed decisions about their own treatment. Doctors
should act in ways that do not cause harm to patients. Justice- Fairness across the population, only
discriminating based on clinical need. Link whatever principle you choose to your work experience by giving
an example of how you saw the principle being demonstrated. He is coming to his GP for advice on how to
cope with his diagnosis as he has heard a lot of stigma over the years about dementia and its burden on both
his family and the healthcare service. Whilst talking to you he breaks down into tears. This station is testing
your ability to empathise with patients, knowledge of the problem of an ageing population, communication
skills How can I approach one of these MMI interview questions? Console the patient in an empathetic way
Advise him on latest developments e. MMI Question 6 Station set-up: Over the course of the conversation, the
Dr beings to forget things and slur their words. This station is primarily testing your ability to make value
judgments regarding patient safety One of the big attributes being tested in this station is the ability to
approach emotive situations sensitively and sympathetically. You are as in specifically work and home life?
Come to an appropriate compromise whereby the surgeon takes the afternoon off and offer a more private chat
the next day to discuss further. On the table there is a diagram which shows the layout of a building. The
interviewer asks you to give them directions to get from the entrance of the building to Room A. After you
have given your answer, the interviewer asks why you think you are being asked this question. This station is
testing your communication skills and ability to interpret an image. Take a look at the diagram. Before you
begin your explanation, orientate yourself and locate your starting point and destination. Check whether there
is some kind of key that could help you to interpret the image. When giving the examiner directions, split your
explanation of the route into steps to help make it clearer and to keep yourself on track. Use words such as
first, next, then, etc. Although MMI questions may seem random, they are intended to test you on skills that
you would need as a medical student or doctor. The examiner may ask you why you think you are being asked
a question to see whether you can identify these skills and why they are relevant to medicine: This question is
testing your ability to communicate and give a clear explanation. These skills are clearly important in
medicine; for example, doctors must be able to give patients clear instructions when they prescribe them a
medication. This question also tests your ability to interpret an image. This skill is important in medicine as
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doctors are required to interpret images such as x-rays or CTs, for example. An actor hands you a card which
states that you are playing the role of a GP and they are a year-old girl who has come to ask for information
about getting tested for STIs but is worried about her parents finding out. This station is testing your ability to
communicate and show empathy as well as your understanding of doctor-patient confidentiality. As you are
playing the role of the GP, it is up to you to lead the role play. Begin by introducing yourself. Ask the patient
their name and how they are before moving on to why they are there. Ask questions that you think are relevant
to the scenario such as: As this scenario involves a young person, this could be their first time getting tested
and they might be nervous about it or they might be scared if they suspect that they have contracted an STI. It
is important to demonstrate empathy and to attempt to reassure them. When the patient mentions that they are
worried about their parents finding out about them seeking advice on this subject, explain that everything you
have discussed will remain confidential. You should be aware of the principle of doctor-patient confidentiality
and how it applies in a situation like this. Conclude the role play by asking the patient if they have any further
questions and then thanking them for their visit. This gives the actor an opportunity to prompt you if you have
missed out anything important. On the table there is a graph which shows the plasma insulin levels of several
patients over the course of one day with the times that meals were consumed indicated. The interviewer asks
you to describe the graph for Patient 1. You are then asked to provide an explanation for the changes in insulin
levels at different times of the day. This station is testing your ability to interpret a graph and your scientific
knowledge. Familiarise yourself with the graph before you give your answer. Describe the data for Patient 1
and point out any trends that you notice. Use the same language as you would when describing a graph for a
lab report. This question requires you to use some basic knowledge of human physiology which should have
been covered in your biology course for those who take Biology. For a normal patient, this graph would
usually show increases in plasma insulin following meals and you should explain why this is the case using
this prior knowledge. There may be follow-up questions at a station like this to further test your scientific
knowledge or the interviewer may prompt you if you miss out something important in your explanation. It is
important to keep on top of content for the science courses that you take in case a question like this comes up
at interview. An actor hands you a card which states that you are playing the role of a surgeon and they are a
patient on whom you recently performed a hip replacement. You must inform them that some nerve damage
occurred during surgery which means that they may not regain full use of their leg. This station is testing your
communication skills and ability to show empathy. This scenario involves breaking bad news to a patient so it
is extremely important to demonstrate empathy throughout. Prepare the patient for what you are about to tell
them. As hearing this news would be extremely difficult for any patient, be prepared for them to become
emotional or angry. It is important that you respond with empathy. Express your apologies and try to reassure
the patient that they will receive the support they need. You may want to provide some examples of the care
they would be entitled to such as physiotherapy. Ask the patient whether they have any questions for you. This
is good practice and will also give the actor a chance to prompt you if you have missed anything out. When
you have finished, they give you another 4 minutes to explain the same thing as if you were speaking to a
young child who is about to be vaccinated. This time, you may use a whiteboard and marker to support your
explanation if you choose. This station is testing your communication skills. For this station, it is important to
demonstrate good communication and to show that you understand when and how to adapt your
communication to suit different types of people. When giving your first explanation, it is important to
remember that you are speaking to an adult but not necessarily to someone in the medical field. You have not
been given that much time to speak and are therefore not expected to give an in depth explanation of the
science behind vaccination. When giving your second explanation, not only should you avoid medical jargon
but you should avoid vocabulary that a typical adult would understand but that a child might not know. If you
choose, use the whiteboard to enhance your explanation. For example, you might want to draw the syringe
going into patients arm and then another picture of an arm with a plaster where the needle went in. However,
do not use the whiteboard just for the sake of it and only draw to accompany the parts of the explanation
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where it will be effective. Remember to keep good eye contact even if you are drawing for part of the time.
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Chapter 2 : Dentist Interview Questions and Answers
dentistry interview questions and answers with full explanations Answers - Interviewing is a skill but luckily it does not
have to be inherent, it can be.

Answers to behavioral questions Question nr. Can you tell me something about yourself? This is often the
very first question. It helps the HR managers to get a basic idea of your communication skills, motivation, and
interests. It is also an ice breaker, and a good answer will help you to feel more relaxed. The interviewers do
not ask about your education, experience, personal life, or anything else in particularâ€”you can choose the
way to introduce yourself. However, you should remember that your choice reflects what matters to you. In a
job interview, you should talk about your education, working experience, career goals, skills and abilities. You
should talk about things that are relevant for the employers. On the other hand, you can mention one or two
hobbies, or tell them something from your personal life. This helps to demonstrate that you have a life outside
of work, and are ready for an open an genuine talk in an interview. Check one sample answer below. I am
Mario, 25 years old, and I have just finished my Masters in Economy. I enjoy team work, and I am looking for
my first job, ideally in a big company. I want to learn, and meet like-minded people in work. In my free time I
like to run, read, and meet with friends. I try to have positive outlook of life, and take everything that comes
my way as an opportunity to become a better person. Why did you apply for this job? Motivation of job
applicants is one of the deciding factors in every single job interview. Do you apply for a job just becasue you
want to earn money, or just because you have graduated from the field? Do you apply only because you need a
job, or do you really want to have this one? Your goal is to convince the employer that you genuinely want to
work for them, and that you have a good reason for choosing their offer. Pre-interview research should help
you to find a good answer to this question. You should learn something about the working environment, their
vision and goals, the value they bring to their customers and business partners with their services. Try to look
for something that goes beyond your personal role in the company, something you can praise them for. I really
like the job description and believe I can fit here, and bring some value to your team of financial analysts.
Your store is just ten minute away from my apartment, and I shop here regularly. I like the way the employees
approach customers, and I would be proud do be a member of this team. On the top of that, I like the vision of
your company, the way this store is organized, and overall I have a good feeling about the place. For a
complete guide on how to ace your job interview, including brilliant answers to thirty most common interview
questions and yes, the most difficult behavioral questions are included in the selection , check our Interview
Success Package. Why did you leave your last job? Changing a job, or even a career, is not anything
extraordinary. Nevertheless, employers want to understand why you plan to make a change, or why you are
forced to make one. They try to understand if they can count with you in a long run, they try to understand you
as an employee. Do you look for good things, or for bad things in your job? Do you demand a lot from your
colleagues, or do you demand a lot from yourself? Regardless of your past experience, you should focus on
the good things. Even if they fired you in your last job for no real reason , try to speak nicely about your
former colleagues and employers. Nobody wants to hire an employee who will complain about everything, a
person who always looks for the worstâ€¦ I had my job in a restaurant for four years. I enjoyed the company of
my colleagues, and believe that I helped the guests to feel welcome. But I needed a change. The duties were
repetitive, and I felt I was not moving forward anymore. They fired me because I had a different opinion than
the director of the company had. Nothing wrong with thatâ€”we just had a different philosophy of leadership,
and we imagined a different future for the business. Maybe he was right, maybe I wasâ€”only time will tell.
But I wish the company best of luck, and I do not want to live in the past. Now I am here, looking for a new
challenge, and a chance to help your company to prosper. Can you tell me something about your education? A
diploma, or a degree, has never made a good employee of anyone. Nonetheless, HR managers will often
inquire about your education, trying to understand your attitude to learning, and to education in general. You
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should focus on things you learned, primarily the practical skills and abilities that will help you in your new
job. These matter more than the names of degrees and institutionsâ€”unless you graduated from Harvard or
Cambridgeâ€¦. I have studied at ABC University. I acquired knowledge of statistics, project management and
accounting, among many others. I always sought opportunities to put the lessons to practice. I took part in
projects and competitions we had at school. I believe that my education and internship that followed after my
graduation prepared me perfectly for a job in your company. Employers can read about your experience on
your resume. Nevertheless, they want to hear what matters to you, and they want to see your attitude to your
previous jobs. You should pick two or three roles that are most relevant for your current job application, and
then you should speak about your duties, achievements, and lessons you learned while having them. If you had
just one job in the past, and it was completely irrelevant to the one you try to get, you can at least say that the
experience helped you to gain basic working habits, and simply to prepare for an employment in general. I
have done a lot of things in my life. It helped me to gain a good understanding of business. From to I worked
as a project manager for Siemens. We were working mostly on smaller energetic projects, water plants. I hope
to use my knowledge and contacts from the industry in my new job. I learned to lead projects from scratch to
success. From my other jobs I can mention my role of marketing manager in CDE, from to , and my
freelancing experience from to Would you like to hear more details about one of my roles? As you can see on
my resume, this is my first job application. But I have done some volunteering for Red Cross before, and I
worked a lot with my father while we were renovating the house. I believe that I know what it means to have a
job, and I am eager to finally start working somewhere, after many years of studying, and preparing for
employment. Why should we hire you and not someone else? If someone hires you for a job, they will pay you
a monthly salary, and they will also pay money to the government each monthâ€”just for having you onboard.
Will you represents a mere monthly expense, or will you become a great investment, an asset for their team?
HR managers try to find the answer. This is arguably one of the most difficult interview questions. You should
focus on something unique, a value you can bring to their team. Sample answers should give you some
inspiration. And when you can not find anything special, you can at least list the relevant skills and abilities
that make from you a great candidate for the job. I had the very same job with one of your competitors, and I
can bring a new perspective to your team. We can talk about things they did better, and I believe my feedback
and experience will help to improve your own results. I am young, eager to learn, and motivated to work hard.
I have the passion for numbers, and I would really enjoy having this job. But I believe to have what it takes to
become a great manager. You will typically have to pass a series of interviews to get a great entry-level job.
To see brilliant answers to all difficult interview questions including the questions you will deal with in your
2nd and final interview , have a look at our Interview Success Package. Once you have it, it will be impossible
to failâ€¦ Question nr. What are your strengths? Professional interviewers should identify your
strengthsâ€”without asking about them. They get their salary for this capacity after allâ€¦ Nevertheless, you
can meet a variety of bodies in your job interview. Sometimes the person leading the meeting can have very
little experience with interviewing people for the job think owners of small business, or HR generalists who
are just starting their career in the field. In this case, the question makes at least some sense. You should pick
relevant strengths. If possible, you should elaborate on your answer, saying how you demonstrated your
strength in your professional career, how they helped you in the jobs you had if you had any jobs before. I love
to talk to people, and I believe I do understand them wellâ€”what they need, and desire in their lives. My
empathy helped me in my volunteering experience in a nursing home, and I hope to use this strength in my
career as a social worker. Responsibility is my greatest strength. I consider my job the first priority, and it has
never happened to me that I came late to work, or that I did not finalize my tasks in time.
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If anyone else has any practice questions feel free to add them to my list. Why do you want to come to
â€¦â€¦â€¦ university? What examples of your manual dexterity do you have and did you bring anything with
you to show us? What are the negative aspects of dentistry? If taxpayers pay tax for dental students to become
dentists do you think all dentists should have to work in the NHS for a certain number of years? Can you think
of a good example of your team working skills? Tell us about what you observed on your work experience?
Why do you think that many NHS dentists are going private? How are you doing in your A levels? Why do
you want to study dentistry? What qualities should a dentist have? What can you offer us as a student? How
do you cope with stress? How is dentistry different to other jobs? What do you do in your spare time to relax?
Can you tell us about any modern advances in dentistry? How do you feel about the lack of dentists in this
country and the lack of funding for dentists? How do you feel about dentists moving over to this country e.
Why do some people underestimate the value of their teeth? How should the government spend money on
NHS dentistry and prevention of dental disease? Are dentists portrayed badly in the media? What stresses do
dentists face other than their time management?
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review of common questions with full answers and pointers on what the interviewers are looking for in a candidate.

What achievement are you most proud of, so far, on your path to dental school? Professional Answers Preview
How to Answer Perhaps you have maintained an exceptional GPA or maybe you excelled in school while also
working a part time job. Maybe you finished top of your class and received a special award for your
achievements. Think of any accolades that you may have received along the way. Answer Example "The
achievement that I am most proud of, so far, was completing my undergrad, top of my class. Tell me about
your experience as a patient. What made it memorable? Professional Answers Preview How to Answer You
can discuss your experience with braces as a kid, or maybe even a root canal! Did you have a favorite dentist,
growing up? Keep your answer simple and positive. Answer Example "I had braces as a teenager and do
remember that the orthodontist I saw was really great at keeping my nerves at bay. He had a cool office and let
me pick the color of my elastics which I always really liked. This particular dentist showed me the importance
of great dental hygiene. I hope to have similar bedside manner when I am a dentist. Professional Answer
Examples Upgrade Question 4 of 30 At our university, we seek students who have a true passion for dentistry.
What appeals to you most, about working in the field of dentistry? Professional Answers Preview How to
Answer Your core passion is what will keep you going on the toughest of days at school. For the interviewers
to understand how to motivate you, they need to know what fires you up! It is okay to share a personal story
when answering this question. Perhaps you can discuss what initiated your interest in attending dental school
to begin with. Whatever drives you, make sure the interviewers can feel your passion! Answer Example
"There are a number of factors that drive my passion for a career in dentistry. If I had to pinpoint one main
driver, I would say that creating amazing smiles, every day, is the most significant for me. Everyone deserves
a smile they are proud of.
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A dental school wants to know that: These are some of the crucial skills that will be assessed. Be Prepared
You need to be prepared for your interview. Once you find out where you will be interviewing at then you
need to start preparing for that school. Every school is unique and you will have to prepare differently for each
school you interview at. The best thing to do to start preparing for your interview is to contact your pre-health
advisor or contact the dental school directly and find out everything you can about the interview process. You
will be sent information about your interview, but if you still have questions then contact the school to find
out. I would also contact any family or friends that have went to that school or are familiar with it. Contact
anyone you know that lives in that area and see if they can share with you any information about the school or
even the area. Find out everything you can about the school and the area where the school is located. You
should show an interest in the school and area at which you are interviewing. The more you know about the
school and the area the more it will show during your interview. The more excited and interested you are in a
school the more the school will want you to go there. Review your application before your interview, know it
inside and out. It is likely that you will be asked questions based on your submitted materials and information
in your application. Know yourself and be able to explain your unique abilities that make you a good leader.
Share your interests, including volunteer experiences or activities that have made you a well-rounded person.
Know why you want to go to dental school. Be able to clearly and confidently share why you are pursuing this
profession. Know what type of interview will be conducted at the school. Contact the school or those familiar
with the school and ask what format the interviews are so you can properly prepare. Each type of interview
requires different preparation. Why is this dental school the best place for you? You should know why and be
able to clearly express it in the interview. Research the school and learn about its curriculum, professors,
specialty training, etc. You need to be able to convince the interviewer s why this is the place for you. Be
familiar with key issues in dentistry and current events happening in the world. Show that you are invested in
dentistry and are a well-rounded candidate. You may be asked questions about these issues, such as mid-level
providers, or you may be asked about current events, such as the war on terror. You never know what you may
be asked during the interview, but you should be prepared and show that you are passionate about dentistry
and are well-rounded. Those conducting the interview are typically faculty at the dental school that are
participating in the admissions process. Some schools will have dental students or alumni involved formally
with interview evaluations or informally to field general questions about their school. Admissions, student
affairs and financial aid staff also occasionally assist with interviews. Before you interview if they give you
any information about the interviewers or faculty then study it thoroughly to get some background information
on these individuals. If they have anything in common with you then make sure to find a way to bring that up
during your interview. Establish a connection with your interviewer s and help them see why you are a perfect
fit for their school. This will be so helpful to you and can seal the deal for you on getting accepted at the
school. This means that the evaluator will have a chance to look over your AADSAS application and any
secondary application or supplemental materials the day before meeting with you. This way, the interviewer
can gain insight into what you bring to the table in your conversations and explore elements of your
application in greater depth. Some schools may exclude any transcript or DAT scores when distributing your
file so that an interviewer will avoid fixating on low grades during the interview. Because the evaluator is
blinded to your application, the conversation is expected to be more organic and exploratory. Sometimes an
interviewer will have access to your file but will prefer to review it after interviewing you. This way, the
interviewer gets to know you as a person before reviewing your entire application on paper. In this case,
candidates rotate between stations every minutes where they are confronted with a new question. Some of the
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questions may be associated with hypothetical situations while others may be task-oriented. Every candidate is
given the same question or scenario, and each evaluator judges each candidate on the specific question that is
asked. The evaluator may also interact with the candidate through follow-up questions. Traditionally, the
interview has been conducted with one evaluator questioning one candidate. Sometimes the interviews are
conducted with a panel of two or three evaluators for each candidate. More recently, some schools have
adopted interview formats that have been created to assess more group dynamics in an interview. As a result,
group interviews, in which an evaluator asks questions to three or more candidates, are becoming more
common. Sometimes there is a second evaluator who can help facilitate the discussion. There are different
types of interviews and every school is unique in how they conduct the interview. Find out beforehand what
type of interview will be conducted and then prepare for it. It would be extremely helpful to hold a mock
interview beforehand that is conducted the same way that you will have your actual interview. I have put
together a list of questions that have been asked in dental school interviews. Review this list, write down main
points that you want to hit on while answering the questions, and practice answering them to someone or to
even your bathroom mirror. You will find that a majority of your answers go back to the same topics. For
example, you can take most questions and find a way to lead them back to highlighting your strengths. Once
you can talk about your strengths you can explain why those are your strengths by talking about your
experiences and recounting your volunteer or clinical experiences. Remember to emphasize those critical
skills that a dental school wants in a candidate and establish a connection with your interviewer s at the same
time. Here is the list of questions that have been asked in interviews and I put questions that appear more
commonly in interviews at the top of the list. Tell me about yourself. Why do you want to be a dentist? Why
do you think you would make a good dentist? What would you do if you saw one of your close friends in your
dental class cheating on a test? What are your three greatest strengths and three greatest weaknesses? This is a
difficult question to answer and it is asked a lot in interviews. This is a good answer, but they hear it all the
time. Why this dental school? Tell me about a timeâ€¦. You had to work in a group? Had to deal with a
problem? Had to be a leader? Were not satisfied with your performance? Had to make a difficult decision?
Have you had any experience with dentistry? What has it taught you about the profession? Why is it the right
fit for you? What differentiates you from the rest of the applicants? I like you and this all sounds great, but
what can I go back and tell the admissions committee that will convince them that we want you in our
upcoming class? Why did you apply to our dental school? What type of dental program are you interested in?
What did you think about our school ie. In the past, what has happened to you that has made the biggest
impact on your life? Can you explain the A-F grade you received in this class? We noticed you withdrew from
a class, why? Why did you decide to major inâ€¦? Dentists require a great deal of hand coordination. Do you
have any relevant experience? Do you think the role of a dentist has changed, and how so? Did you consider
applying to medical school? Why not medical school or another medical profession? If you had unlimited
money for a day what would you do with it? Do you have any friends or family who are dentists? Do you have
any plans after graduation? What would make you happy 10 years from now? If you had to change anything
about yourself, what would it be? How do you spend your free time?
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answers with full explanations (Includes The Business of Dentistry: How to Run a Successful and Profitable Dental
Practice. This Application Handbook was created by the Texas Medical &.

This article provides tips on answering job interview questions for dentists. General Job Responsibilities
Dentists are health professionals who ensure the health of your teeth. They treat teeth, gums, and related bone
and body structures. Routine procedures involve treating diseased teeth as well as preventing disease by
cleaning, treating related conditions, and instructing patients about health, diet, and hygiene. Dentists can
work alone, with dental hygienists, or with a group of dentists. Many have private clinics, with assistants and
hygienists. What is your knowledge of the current technology of dental treatment techniques and oral health
care? You can mention any reading you do to stay up to date, as well as any CPD seminars you might have
attended. Be sure to be specific; give titles of books and speak of precise practices or theories which are
currently available. In your clinic, who diagnoses the patients? Only a certified dentist can diagnose patients.
Assistants do not diagnose, but they can point out signs of possible diseases. X-rays are often involved in
diagnoses and the dentist usually takes them himself, with or without help from assistants. Describe routine
dental treatments. These include cleaning, examining for cavities and inflammation, filling and pulling out
teeth, treating malformed teeth or injured teeth and gums, and apply sealants and fluoride as part of preventive
procedures. Do you provide instructions to patients regarding hygiene and health? You probably do, if you
work alone. Otherwise, assistants and hygienists do it for you, while you concentrate on treatment.
Instructions include guidelines on how to brush teeth time of day, frequency, etc. Some dentists hire separate
managers to do the administrative part while they focus on medical treatment. Many, however, combine the
two. They hire and train staff, monitor supplies and equipment maintenance, manage budgets, oversee patient
records, etc. Do you do your own lab work? Others send it to laboratories. Want More Questions and
Answers?
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The top part of the tooth is referred as Crown, the shape of the crown determines tooth functions Enamel: The
outermost layer of tooth is referred as Enamel Root: The bottom part of the tooth that is embedded in bone is
referred as Root Dentin: Pulp is the central tissue found in the center of all teeth, where blood vessels and all
nerve tissues are found. Tooth ache is generally caused by dental disease due to infection, but there is some
uncommon condition like trigeminal neuralgia that causes tooth ache. Trigeminal nerve is one of the main
nerves which originates from the brain stem and enter the face, and end in the tooth bottom. When this nerve
gets disturbed or damage during an accident or while operation, it causes the pain known as trigeminal
neuralgia. Such condition is most commonly found among the elderly people and those having hypertension.
Silver cones, stainless steel Semi-solid: In bacterial infection, bacteria combines with sugar and produces acid
that damages the outer covering of tooth or enamel and starts de-mineralization of tooth. Fluoride stop acid
from damaging enamel. The accumulation of pus, dead tissue and other fluids due to a bacterial infection is
known as dental abscesses. It might either occur inside the pulp chamber or inside the gums. Air abrasion is
the techniques used by dentist to clean the infected area and remove dead cells. In this technique, fine particle
stream is aimed at the tooth surface. The particles are made up of silica, baking soda or aluminium oxide. A
compressed air or gas is used to generate the force to clear the dead cells and tissues. Exposure to access
amount of X-rays may cause cancer, however, controlled X-ray exposure are safe to use. With advanced
digital X-ray machines which limits the radiation beam to a smaller area and for shorter period it makes even
safer. Alveolar is used to refer a bone that is attached to the tooth. It is the branch of dentistry which deals with
a physiology, morphology and pathology of the human dental pulp and periradicular tissues. It has restricted
the diagnosis and treatment upto the pulp and periradicular tissues only. They are root canal specialists and are
trained to do complex root canal surgeries. Periodontics deals with the treatment and surgeries of gums, bones
and connective tissues surrounding the teeth. A rubber cup polishing is a tool that uses a polishing agent to
remove the stain from the tooth surface by gently revolving it. When bacteria had infected the gum to a greater
extent, such that it had reached deep into the bones, then it becomes necessary to remove it with laser light.
When infected area is exposed to laser light it penetrates through the gums and bones, and attacks the bacterial
colony. This is known as site-specific laser therapy. Periodontal maintenance is used to help maintain the
result of treatment for periodontal disease. This specialized cleaning process is performed every 8, 10 or 12
weeks. The instruments that are used are micro-ultrasonic scale, fine hand instrument, polishing cup and paste
and laser light. To minimize the future growth of bacteria antibiotics are placed directly into the gum pockets.
Ultrasonic instrument is used for removing plaque or tartar. The instrument uses tickling vibrations to knock
larger pieces of tartar loose, and it also sprays a cooling mist of water while it works to wash away debris. It
emits a high-pitched whistling sound. Rubber dam is a rectangular latex sheet, which is used to cover the area
of the mouth except the tooth that is treated. It is used while performing root canal and tooth surgery.
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Chapter 8 : MMI Interview Questions: A Bank of MMI Questions - The Medic Portal
If you have pursued your course in dentistry and look forward to work in a dental clinic, you need to know what sort of
dentist interview questions you would face.. Before attending a dentistry interview session, you need to make a list of the
previous cases you have handled, a list of the procedures you have practised, certification copies, recommendation
letters, and references if any.

How do you handle stress? Behavioral Interview Questions Describe an example of a time when you had
competing deadlines and how you resolved the situation. Have you ever had a conflict with a co-worker, and
how did you resolve it? Give me an example of how you overcame ambiguity on a particular project. Describe
a situation where you made a mistake and how you went about correcting it. How to Answer Interview
Questions The sample interview questions above do not have definitive right answers. You will have to relate
your personal experiences to each question. The best interview answers are ones that address the questions
directly and provide sufficient detail to support your answer without becoming unfocused. Remember that the
questions are meant to tease out certain behavioral qualities from you, so you want to do this in a coherent
way that allows the interviewer to get a complete picture of the example to which you refer. Describe the
situation or context project, company, your role, etc. What were you asked to do or how were you involved in
the situation? Describe the action you took to complete the task or solve the problem. Explain the outcome of
your actions. If the task was completed or a problem was solved, how did this benefit the company or work
relationships? Be as specific as possible. Sample Interview Questions and Answers Question: In my last job
working as an event organizer, I was involved in the planning of a large full-day conference for two hundred
people at the hotel. My specific task was to coordinate the food and beverage offering for attendees, which
included breakfast and lunch services. Unfortunately, I miscommunicated the number of vegetarian options
that were required when placing the order with the hotel. So, when our guests sat down for their lunch, there
were a handful of people who did not receive a plate. Upon being alerted by a hotel staff member of the
problem, I immediately realized my error. Luckily, the kitchen staff was very accommodating and managed to
put together some plates of food. After working on a solution with the kitchen, I informed my manager that I
had made a mistake but that I had already taken action to correct it. They were all fine with the change, so
despite a short delay in getting them their food, they were all satisfied with the result. The lesson I took from
this is that with every event involving food I now have a spreadsheet for dietary requirements that I use to
confirm meals multiple times before an event. This example demonstrates the STAR method in action. The
respondent outlines the situation and task related to a particular conference, and the problem that arose out of
it. Specific actions are then outlined to provide insight into how the interviewee acknowledges and manages a
mistake. Finally, the result of the action is described to demonstrate that the action resolved the problem and
that a lesson has been learned from the experience. Why would you like to work here? The reason I would like
to work here is that I know it is a place where I can bring valuable skills and knowledge in digital marketing to
the existing team, while also challenging myself and learning from those around me. I am particularly
interested in the collaborative work environment and the opportunity to work with a variety of people with
different specialties. I want to work here because the company has a reputation for being one of the best in the
industry, and I am ready to work for one the big players. The first answer is good because it does not only
focus on what the interviewee stands to gain from working at the company. Meanwhile, the second answer is
solely focused on what the respondent has to gain, and it does not even provide specific detail about the types
of skills or knowledge the individual seeks to obtain. What are your weaknesses? One of the areas that I am
really trying to improve upon is public speaking. It is something that I never did much of during university and
the first couple years of my career as an accountant. However, as I have advanced into more senior roles, I
have realized how important it is to speak to larger audiences both inside and outside of my company. To help
make me feel more comfortable in these situations, I took a seminar in presentation skills. This is one of those
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hard interview questions. It should be answered strategically. The first thing to avoid is highlighting an area of
weakness that you know a core requirement of the job. For example, if the job description says that you need
to be able to juggle multiple priorities and deadlines at once, you want to avoid stating that one of your
weaknesses is procrastination. The best way to answer this question is to turn a negative into a positive. Recap
for Answering Interview Questions DOs DO take time to reflect on the questions being asked before
answering â€” ask for clarification if needed. DO provide specifics â€” use examples to back up your claims
relating to your skills. Additional Interview Preparation Tips There are several addition activities that can help
with your interview prep. Some will help you develop answers to specific questions, while others will simply
reinforce a good first impression. That way you can reference the contents of your application to support your
interview answers. Bringing copies of both your resume and cover letter to the actual interview is also advised.
Update My Resume Now Consider doing a mock interview â€” If you are new to the process or uncomfortable
with interviewing, answering mock interview questions is a good way of overcoming your nervousness and
getting you trained. Many universities and career centres have programs where people can sign up to have real
recruiters conduct a mock interview so that people can practice. Have your own questions to ask at an
interview â€” The job interview is also an opportunity for you to learn more about the company and the role
you are considering. You also want to convey a strong interest in the position to the recruiter. Knowing what
questions to ask in an interview can help you accomplish both. Summing up The best interview answers start
with the right interview preparation. You will never be able to predict exactly what you will be asked, but
knowing the types of questions to expect and knowing how to articulate your answers in a structured fashion
will give you a great chance of success. Get yourself ready, then relax. Share Within Your Network.
Chapter 9 : Top Dentistry Quizzes, Trivia, Questions & Answers - ProProfs Quizzes
These are some of the most commonly-asked dentistry job interview questions. Do your research into the company,
know the job and person specifications thoroughly and prepare your answers so that you are not caught off-guard at the
interview.
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